
"Chapter 4: Six Years"
& "Canterbridge

Estates Lake"

Lesson 13: Freedom (Part 7)

MISTAKES WERE MADE 
(CONCLUSION)
A Sort of Letter to Her Reader

by Patty Berglund

P.O.V SHIFT (Again)
In the penultimate chapter of
the novel, we return to the
"book-within-a-book" format
with another chapter of Patty's
autobiography--this one
written six years after she left
Walter on the day he read the
FIRST part of Mistakes were
Made. 

So we are again getting a
limited third-person narrative
from "the autobiographer"
(Patty), but this time it is
addressed specifically to "the
reader" (Walter). 

TITLE RELEVANCE
Earlier in the semester we
talked about possible
interpretations of the
chapter titles in the
autobiography ("Best
Friends", "Free Markets",
etc.), but not the entire
manuscript. 

The return of the full page
spread of the Mistakes were
Made title seems pointed--
what do you think Franzen
tells us in this chapter us
about making mistakes?

Chapter 4:
Six Years

"It seemed as if
Walter had needed
only to get rid of
her to become a
freer person"
(541) 

In thinking back to earlier
definitions of "freedom" in
the novel, do you think
Walter really became a
"freer person" after Patty
left? Why? 

Patty's Mistakes

What mistakes did Patty
make in the six years since

she last saw Walter? 

What, if anything,  did she
learn from them? 

Free Markets
Foster Competition

Remember that chapter? We
the most obvious competition
there was the competition for
Patty's affection (between
Richard and Walter)...but it
was also about Patty's internal
struggle--a competition
between the "good" and "bad"
version of herself. 

In this chapter, we get Patty
AFTER she had been on both
sides of the fence (so she
knows which side has greener
grass). She has resigned from
competing--both with others
and with herself. 

Because for all intents and
purposes, she's won: Her
mother is apologetic and
regretful, her siblings are
financially and/or
emotionally dependent on
others, and Patty becomes
a savior figure for them--
she is given purpose AND
validation all in one fell
swoop! 

But she is still regretful
about losing Walter...and
that is the part of the
competition she lost.

REPEATED
WORDS & IMAGES:  

Throughout the chapter there are many words and images that repeat...creating potential for
symbolism and nuanced meaning.

Free/Freedom
Regret/disappointment
Death
Cruel/Evil
Pure/Good

Joey "doors" (570)
Anger/rage
Mistakes 

                        Did you find any others?

"Canterbridge
Estates

Lake"

The Chapter opens with a third
person P.O.V. narrator informing
the reader that it is “widely
assumed on Canterbridge
Court” (575) that Walter
Berglund had killed Bobby, one
of the neighborhood cats.

This is significant because it
feels like we have come full
circle—the narrative voice is
similar (if not identical) to the
one Franzen uses in “Good
Neighbors” in that it seems to
center around the perspective
of the neighbors watching the
strange man who lives alone in
the old lakeside house.

After Lalitha dies, Walter
leaves D.C. and retreats to his
family’s lake house across
from Canterbridge Estates—a
new housing development
built on ”Nameless Lake”

The cyclical nature of the
story is enforced here. Where
Patty and Walter were the
”young gentry” moving into
Ramsey Hill at the beginning
of the novel, here the
property around Nameless
Lake is being paved over to
build more homes.

It should also be noted that
this was happening ”during
the fall of 2007” (575) which
we know is during, or right
before, the U.S. Housing
bubble collapse/Stock Market
crash and the follow
recession.

Linda Hoffbauer seems to be a
Caricature of an Evangelical
mother of four, conservative
who drives a huge SUV. The way
Franzen writes Linda, it’s
inevitable that she will butt
heads with Walter—a liberal,
bleeding heart environmentalist
driving a Prius with an Obama
bumper sticker.

Here, Franzen has taken the
frustration and anger Walter’s
character exhibits throughout
the novel—his inability to save
the planet, to build the Cerulean
Warbler preserve, to start a
zero-population growth
campaign— and narrowed it into
a single issue: the murder of the
local songbird population by the
neighborhood cats.

The Canterbridge Estates
residents see him as a
cranky recluse, obsessed
with preventing their house
cats from killing the local
songbirds.

Walter decides to confront
his neighbor, Linda
Hoffbauer, about her cat,
Bobby (who has been killing
songbirds on Walter’s
property).

This both seems absurd and plausible
at the same time: a focus for all
Walter’s frustrations at his inability to
control any other aspect of the
environment in general or his life in
particular.

“Walter had never liked cats.
They'd seemed to him the
sociopaths of the pet world, a
species domesticated as an
evil necessary for the control
of rodents and subsequently
fetishized the way unhappy
countries fetishize their
militaries, saluting the
uniforms of killers as cat
owners stroke their animals'
lovely fur and forgive their
claws and fangs. He'd never
seen anything in a cat's face
but simpering incuriosity and
self-interest; you only had to
tease one with a mouse-toy to
see where it's true heart
lay...cats were all about using
people”(Franzen 582 )

It seems impossible to
ignore that this passage has
the potential for duality of
meaning—especially
considering the fact that
Franzen named Walter’s
(former) best friend Richard
KATZ

Is there a deeper
significance of Franzen
naming Richard this way?

How does it affect your
interpretation of the bird
symbolism throughout the
novel?

CLICK HERE for a video clip of

Jonathan Franzen on Oprah

talking  about Cats/Katz

Potential Symbolism in the Relationship between Walter & Bobby

After dropping Linda Hoffbauer’s cat to an animal shelter in Minneapolis, Walter is overcome
by a deep depression:

QUOTE: “The sense of loss and waste and sorrow: the feeling that he and Bobby had in some
way been married to each other, and that even a horrible marriage was less lonely than no
marriage at all” (584).

Walter & Bobby =    Walter & Richard?    Walter & Patty?

Franzen already informed his readers prior to this chapter that both Richard and Patty would
be mailing something to Walter. However, it isn’t until page 590 that we learn Patty’s
manuscript (which we read in the previous chapter) arrived in August, and Richard’s CD mailer
arrived 3 weeks later—both left unopened.
But like the quote on the last slide, this moment feels significant in its potential subtext.

Is Bobby symbolic of something/someone in Walter’s life?
Is there some greater significance about how Walter’s ”freedom” is hinged on Bobby’s
“trappedness”?

de·noue·ment
/ dānoo mäN/
noun

the final part of a play, movie, or narrative in which the strands of the plot are
drawn together, and matters are explained or resolved.
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“To this day, free access to the preserve is granted only to birds and to residents of Canterbridge
Estates, through a gate whose combination is known to them, beneath a small ceramic sign with
a picture of the pretty young dark-skinned girl after whom the preserve is named” (597).

What are your feelings about
how Franzen ended the novel?

Were you glad there was a
happy-ending or did it feel too
“tied up in a bow”?

Did you feel like there was a
shift in tone here?

What do you think the larger
message of this ending is?

If we look at this moment as
Walter finally getting his bird
sanctuary is there a message
here about managing
expectations in terms of our
goals/dreams?

Franzen’s use of the words “free
access” in tandem with through
a locked gate only few can
unlock here seemed like a
significant choice…thoughts?

Is it more about the birds
having than people? If so, why?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_housing_bubble
http://www.oprah.com/oprahsbookclub/jonathan-franzen-on-naming-richard-katz-in-freedom-video

